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In order to carry out a quantitative analysis of the teaching effect of college English courses based on multivariate matrix evaluation model, this paper takes as research objects 87-year 2020-enrolled undergraduate students from a university in Zhengzhou City, Henan Province, central China. On the basis of summarizing and analyzing previous research works, this study expounded the research status and significance of quantitative analysis of the teaching effect of college English courses, elaborated the development background, current status, and future challenges of multivariate matrix evaluation model, introduced the data source and the subjects, contents, and means of teaching effect quantification in this research, analyzed the feedback and guiding function of the teaching effect quantification result of college English courses, discussed the motivation and diagnosis function of the teaching effect quantification result of college English courses, conducted analyses of factors affecting the teaching effect quantification of college English courses, constructed the quantitative dimension of teaching effect of college English courses based on the multivariate matrix evaluation model, and finally designed the quantification system of teaching effect of college English courses based on the multivariate matrix evaluation model. The research results show that the quantitative analysis process of the teaching effect of college English courses has the characteristics of complex structure and many hierarchies, and there are also mutual influences and functions between its subsystems. In order to ensure the rationality and effectiveness of comprehensive quantification, the index system construction of the multivariate matrix evaluation model follows scientific, systematic, and focused principles. The teaching effect quantification process combines four influencing factors of perspective, content, mode, and method with the quantification standard, and constructs a hierarchical quantification structure with target layer, restriction factor layer, and restriction sub-factor layer. The tools it uses usually include observations, interviews, self-evaluation, mutual evaluation, student files, reading notes, project presentations, etc. Teachers adjust teaching goals and plans in time by observing the quantification results of students at all levels, which will help improve students’ enthusiasm for learning and give full play to students’ autonomy and initiative in English courses.

1. Introduction

A comprehensive, objective, scientific, and accurate quantitative system is essential to achieve the teaching goals of college English courses. Teaching effect quantification is not only an important basis for teachers to obtain teaching feedback information, improve teaching management, and ensure teaching quality, but also an effective means for students to adjust learning strategies, improve learning methods, improve learning efficiency, and achieve good learning effects [1]. A scientific and perfect quantification system can comprehensively and objectively quantify students’ learning situation, better assist teaching, and also allow students to understand their own shortcomings and adjust their learning strategies in a timely manner. The traditional English teaching effect quantification is mainly the quantification of the students’ learning situation by teachers, and there is less quantification between students and students themselves [2]. Limited by teaching time and teaching resources, the content of college English quantification is mostly written or listening, with little or no evaluation of
oral or true cross-cultural communication skills, and less attention is paid to students’ cooperative learning ability [3]. Traditional quantitative methods are often equivalent to exams; they do not form a good incentive mechanism and are not conducive to cultivating students’ habit of continuous self-study, and even condone students’ negativity and slack in learning to a certain extent [4].

In the educational process, in addition to evaluating students’ knowledge mastery, the multivariate matrix evaluation model also emphasizes the evaluation of learning performance, academic performance, emotion, attitude, and learning strategies in the process of learning, so that students can have opportunities to learn from experience, perception, practice, participation, and communication [5]. The multivariate matrix evaluation model combines the four influencing factors of quantification perspective, quantification content, quantification mode, and quantification method with quantification standard, and constructs a hierarchical structure with target layer, constraint factor layer, and constraint sub-factor layer, which can stimulate students’ learning potential by confirming their performance in the learning process [6]. The pluralistic matrix evaluation model also emphasizes the humanistic nature of teaching evaluation methods and focuses on cultivating students’ innovative consciousness and scientific values, which can lay a solid foundation for students to receive lifelong education [7]. The multi-dimensional matrix evaluation model is quantified according to students’ oral scores, listening scores, and written test scores, while traditional quantitative teaching is mainly based on students’ written test scores, which has been difficult to meet the social requirements for college students’ comprehensive quality [8].

In order to carry out a quantitative analysis of the teaching effect of college English courses based on multivariate matrix evaluation model, this paper takes as research objects 87-year 2020-enrolled undergraduate students from a university in Zhengzhou City, Henan Province, central China. On the basis of summarizing and analyzing previous research works, this study expounded the research status and significance of quantitative analysis of the teaching effect of college English courses, elaborated the development background, current status, and future challenges of multivariate matrix evaluation model, introduced the data source and the subjects, contents, and means of teaching effect quantification in this research, analyzed the feedback and guiding function of the teaching effect quantification result of college English courses, discussed the motivation and diagnosis function of the teaching effect quantification result of college English courses, conducted analyses of factors affecting the teaching effect quantification of college English courses, constructed the quantitative dimension of teaching effect of college English courses based on the multivariate matrix evaluation model, and finally designed the quantification system of teaching effect of college English courses based on the multivariate matrix evaluation model. The detailed chapter is as follows: Section 2 introduces the research data, principles, and methods; Section 3 is the results and analysis; Section 4 is the discussion; Section 5 is the conclusion.

2. Data, Principles, and Methods

2.1. Data Sources. This paper takes as research objects 87-year 2020-enrolled undergraduate students from a university in Zhengzhou City, Henan Province, central China. In order to ensure the rationality and effectiveness of the comprehensive quantification, the construction of the index system should follow scientific, systematic, and focused principles. The multivariate matrix evaluation model is mainly based on qualitative evaluation, pays attention to the multivariate of evaluation subjects, and emphasizes the process and development of evaluation. Therefore, it can be considered that the multivariate matrix evaluation model is an evaluation of students’ learning process. The selection of quantitative indicators should meet the effective teaching quantification of college English courses and further improve the deficiencies in traditional teaching quantification. From a quantitative perspective, the multivariate matrix evaluation model adopts various methods to comprehensively reflect the development of students’ college English quality, promote students’ development, and improve college English quality. Teachers of college English courses should quantify students in terms of the methods and ways of acquiring knowledge, their attitudes toward certain college English problems, and their thinking directions, angles, positions, and habits of college English learning in the face of practical problems. The multivariate matrix evaluation model cultivates students’ self-monitoring ability in the learning process from the aspects of cognition, emotion, communication, self-management, etc., so that students become strategic learners.

The main contents of quantifying the teaching effect of college English courses include teachers’ teaching attitude, teaching ability, teaching organization, teaching content, teaching method, and teaching effect, as well as teaching conditions, course difficulty, learning effect, and other links. The interaction of these factors is the main reason for the current controversy about the quantification of teachers’ teaching effect. Therefore, establishing a set of practical, scientific, and perfect teaching effect quantification system will play a vital role in motivating teachers to do a good job in teaching and improving teaching effect. The quantification of the teaching effect of college English courses involves many factors such as teaching facilities, managers, teaching supervisors, teachers, and students [9]. A reasonably designed quantitative index system of teaching effect is crucial to the reasonable quantification of teaching effect. In the selection of the quantitative index system, it is necessary to consider both the comprehensiveness and the rationality of the weight distribution of each index. More importantly, the quantitative system must be simple and easy to operate. Due to a series of problems such as the complexity of quantitative factors, the level of quantitative objects, the ambiguity in quantitative standards, the ambiguity or uncertainty of quantitative influencing factors, and the difficulty in quantifying qualitative indicators, it is difficult to scientifically quantify teaching effects.

2.2. Multivariate Matrix Evaluation Model. Multivariate matrix evaluation model refers to the multivariate of higher education reflected in the evaluation system of students’
learning according to the training objectives, course nature, teaching objectives, and requirements and the needs of students’ personality development. The multi-level learning evaluation system is a multi-level system for comprehensive evaluation of students’ knowledge, ability, and quality, which is reflected in the multivariate of evaluation content, process, method, means, and management. Teachers use a variety of perspectives, methods, and approaches when grading students’ learning outcomes, pay attention to individual differences of students, and focus on examining individual learning outcomes or deficiencies. The weight value finally makes a comprehensive evaluation on the quantification of the teaching effect of college English courses according to the value of each index and its weight. This quantitative method makes college English learners no longer blindly follow various exams, but combine the acceptance of knowledge with the practical application and efficiency improvement. For teachers, this allows teachers to understand the effectiveness of teaching so that there is a basis for improvement, which can help to adjust teaching and implement remedial teaching measures. On the one hand, students can understand their own learning situation and propose learning mistakes that need to be corrected. Multivariate evaluation also emphasizes other knowledge related to the subject, including students’ learning attitudes, learning strategies, and learning skills. Figure 1 shows the multivariate matrix evaluation model in the quantitative analysis of the teaching effect of college English courses based on multivariate matrix evaluation model.

Matrix model is an analysis technique that uses digital matrix to display the characteristics of course teaching effect. Through the matrix model, the number of codes of each behavior and the interaction between each behavior can be clearly observed. Category analysis and structural analysis are relatively common percentage statistics techniques, and the analysis results can show the structure of the classroom or the style and tendencies of teachers. Finally, the multi-dimensional matrix evaluation model can choose to establish a two-dimensional curve graph to display the classroom behaviors of teachers and students in various time periods. The multivariate matrix evaluation model digitally encodes classroom events and uses numbers for statistics, laying a solid foundation for further quantitative analysis [10]. A good matrix evaluation model should be classroom observation applicable to various subjects and educational stages. At present, some observation tools focus on language learning classrooms, and some observation tools are suitable for primary school classrooms, which have great limitations. The observation dimensions of the multivariate matrix evaluation model should be as simple and mutually exclusive as possible, so that observers can make reasonable judgments and record them in a short period of time. Of course, it does not mean that the fewer the observation dimensions, the better. This should not only consider the characteristics of short-term memory in psychology, but also try to cover various classroom factors that may occur in the classroom.

2.3. Subjects, Contents, and Means of Teaching Effect Quantification. The mobility of students creates an emotional void in the teacher-student relationship, and even students become indifferent due to unfamiliarity. This phenomenon can be improved through the setting and quantification of learning activities. The development of instant classroom quantification allows teachers to give timely feedback and quantification to students’ every language behavior, which not only increases classroom interaction, but also makes teachers and students more familiar and intimate with each other. For learning activities, a combination of teacher quantification and peer evaluation can be adopted, which not only considers objectivity, but also allows students to pay more attention to the learning process and reflect on the quality of their own learning results. In order to avoid the decisive drawbacks of the final exam, the multivariate matrix evaluation model uses language learning platforms, course group assignments, micro-teaching assistants, and other technical means to organize staged tests and quantification, which can objectively quantify the learning effect of the course and effectively promote the quality of teaching. Open inquiry learning activities will run throughout the semester: submission of course papers, group discussion presentations, course video production, campus cultural activity presentations, and out-of-campus research reports are all possible quantitative evaluation methods. The multi-dimensional matrix evaluation model thus supporting should also be multi-dimensional: students’ analysis and discussion of the subject, the whole-process monitoring and quantification of the learning process, and the effect and quality of the activity display should all be in terms of evaluation.

Because college English classroom teaching and learning happen in a long period of time, each long period can be regarded as several small periods, and each small period can be regarded as a time point. In the multivariate matrix evaluation model, the learning achievements of students at each time point are regarded as a subset of the state space, and the formation of each state is random. The changes of students’ learning status can reflect what role teacher plays in students’ learning in this process, that is, what kind of teaching effects are produced. Assuming that teachers do not make major changes in teaching during this period, and that the influencing factors work for a long time, the students’ learning state under the influence of these factors has a stable transition trend [11]. Based on this, the results formed after each state transition of students are only related to the current state and have no direct or extremely significant correlation with previous states, so the influence of students’ basic differences on the evaluation results can be excluded. The quantification of the teaching effect of college English courses based on the multivariate matrix evaluation model is convenient for observers to record, thereby reducing time waste or omission of vision caused by a large amount of writing. It is worth noting that quantification is not the pursuit of absolute digitization, and the auxiliary supplement of some other image symbols is also of great benefit.

3. Results and Analysis

3.1. Feedback and Guiding Functions of the Quantitative Results of Teaching Effect of College English Courses. The first half of the classroom interaction in these college English
courses was mainly taught by teachers, which lasted the longest, followed by the time spent by teachers to manipulate technology, indicating that multimedia played an important role in presenting difficult problems or content. However, the multi-dimensional matrix evaluation model has not become dominant in the classroom, and teachers have not relied too much on multimedia and have not put all teaching content into multimedia courseware. Afterward, students responded actively, passively, thinking about problems, and students manipulating technology, indicating that teachers can use lectures or multimedia to stimulate students' thinking, response, and interaction, reflecting the relationship between teachers, students, and multimedia technology. As shown in Figure 2, the categories of the multivariate matrix evaluation model belong to the indirect teaching style, which is a relatively open behavior; this teaching style can cause students to actively express their ideas, reflecting the teaching concept that students are the main body and teachers are the leading teachers in the new course standard. The last two lines belong to the direct teaching style, and this teaching style will restrict students from expressing their own ideas. In general multimedia teaching, the basic concepts and basic theories are narrated, and the theoretical difficulties are repeatedly narrated [12].

In the traditional multivariate matrix evaluation model, teachers usually quantify the teaching effect through the comprehensive scores of students; there are also certain differences in the requirements of students in the three classes, and on this basis, more finely divided. After quantifying the teaching effect, in order to better control the students, the teacher should quantify the teaching effect of the students according to the students’ performance in the teaching process and can also conduct a thorough examination. Secondly, the multivariate matrix evaluation model is to stratify students according to their written test scores, listening scores, and oral scores. In the past multivariate matrix evaluation mode, students’ written test scores were used as an important quantitative basis for teaching effect; obviously, this method can hardly meet today’s development needs. In the process of teaching and evaluation, the proportion of English listening and speaking test scores should be properly adjusted, and at the same time, grouping should be based on this. The multivariate matrix evaluation model is to quantify the teaching effect of students according to their own English level. In the process of college English teaching, we must pay attention to students’ English application ability; that is to say, in this process, we must pay more attention to listening, translation, and reading and other skills.

The multivariate quantification method of listening training effect in college English course teaching uses knowledge map to analyze the process of English listening training and selects the quantitative index of English listening training effect. According to the characteristics of English listening practice, the indicators are selected from four aspects: teaching attitude, teaching method, teaching content, and teaching level. Teaching attitude can reflect the quality of work of teachers in the process of English listening practice; teachers with good teaching enthusiasm and good attitude in all aspects can stimulate students’ enthusiasm for learning English listening skills in the teaching process.
Teaching method is an important means of cultivating students' English listening ability and imparting knowledge. It is the sum of learning method and teaching method. Teaching methods include promoting students' participation and interaction, closely linking classroom knowledge with classroom knowledge, and focusing on students' needs in the process of English listening practice [13]. The basis and guarantee of organizing teaching activities and realizing teaching objectives are teaching contents. The teaching content is determined according to the teaching objectives and content, and usually includes the accurate teaching of language knowledge, helping students accumulate learning experience, teaching students learning skills and methods, and improving students' English listening level. Teaching level can reflect the level of teachers in the process of English listening practice, including rich knowledge and content, and can reflect the new dynamics and new achievements of the subject.

3.2. Motivation and Diagnosis Functions of the Quantitative Results of Teaching Effect of College English Courses. Behavioral performance quantification involves higher levels of thinking and problem-solving skills. In this process, students can use higher-level thinking skills, such as students' ability to create, reflect, collect, and use information, discuss and communicate with each other, solve problems, clarify problems, etc., try different completion methods, seek cooperation with others, and fully demonstrate your knowledge and skills in English. Behavioral performance quantification can not only understand students' mastery of the knowledge they have learned in their actual life and learning, but also build a testing and quantification platform for these mastered knowledge, such as allowing students to role-play according to the theme of the text. Such ongoing assessments can provide useful information about the student's learning process, and quantification of behavioral performance can lead to real-world language applications. The feedback of this information not only helps students know their own learning status, but also is the key for teachers to formulate teaching goals and plans in a timely manner by observing the learning situation of students at all levels, which will help improve students' enthusiasm for learning and give full play to students' autonomy and initiative in learning.

The teaching content of the college English resource bank should achieve clear basic theoretical concepts, prominent key points, well-solved difficult points, and appropriate content; and standard teaching materials, standard teaching behavior, and its own characteristics in design. In the process of college English teaching, the multivariate matrix evaluation model can absorb new achievements and pay attention to literacy education and the cultivation of innovation and entrepreneurship ability; it is guided by advanced educational ideas and teaching concepts, and aims to achieve the best effect of learners' autonomous learning. Taking this as an example, the multivariate matrix evaluation model can make targeted corrections during the second round of resource addition and rectification in the course according to relevant data feedback [14]. At the same time, the correlation matrix can also be dynamically adjusted in various coefficients such as evaluation indicators, evaluation scales, and weight coefficients, to determine that it can not only meet the quantitative needs of teaching effects, but also meet the needs of teaching requirements and technical support for resource construction. Constructing an index evaluation system based on a multivariate matrix can basically distinguish the satisfaction degree of each resource library in the minds of users. The correlation matrix method can also comprehensively compare multiple resource libraries, give the comprehensive evaluation value of each resource library, and analyze the outstanding characteristics of the resource libraries that are popular with users and the deficiencies of the resource library resources that users are not satisfied with improvements.

The multivariate matrix evaluation model can organize the various factors contained in a complex system by dividing the interconnected orderly levels and give a quantitative description of the relative importance of elements at the same level. This mode can use mathematical methods to determine the relative importance of each level element, determine the judgment matrix between the same levels, and use the component of the eigenvector corresponding to the largest parts of the corresponding judgment matrix as the corresponding coefficient [15]. Formative evaluation, which is carried out in the teaching process, measures students'
learning process and results in order to improve and perfect teaching activities, and provides students and teachers with feedback on learning. The teacher helps students analyze and evaluate their learning and formulate improvement plans based on the results of the measurement. Due to the emphasis on objectively quantifying individual development from a developmental perspective, some studies have shown that the multivariate matrix evaluation model can significantly improve teaching effects, increase students’ learning gains, and be more helpful to students who had difficulties in learning. The multivariate matrix evaluation model cultivates students’ self-monitoring ability and self-quantification ability in the learning process from the aspects of cognition, emotion, communication, self-management, etc., so that students become strategic learners.

4. Discussion

4.1. Analysis of Factors Affecting the Teaching Effect Quantification of College English Courses. Under the traditional quantitative teaching method, it is generally quantified according to the student’s performance. The formulation of this goal ignores the multivariate division of teaching evaluation methods and goals for students at the same level and different learning stages. The quantification of the teaching effect by the multivariate matrix evaluation mode is to improve the students’ initiative and enthusiasm in learning English, but the quantification of the teaching effect should be constantly changing. To conduct a comprehensive evaluation of students based on their final exam results and their usual performance, the results of the comprehensive evaluation should be used as the quantitative basis for the next semester, which can effectively stimulate the motivation and potential of students in each class to learn English [16]. The multivariate matrix evaluation model quantifies whether the media resources used by teachers in classroom teaching are appropriate, and whether the presented materials are rich in content and diverse in form (Table 1). Multivariate matrix evaluation model highlights students’ subject status, pays attention to their learning process, and tries to improve learning results by helping students to effectively regulate their own learning process, while teachers are only organizers, guides, and evaluation monitors. Therefore, whether it is in teaching process or in evaluation of class teaching, the evaluation of oral and listening scores should be increased, and this should be used as a basis.

For the multivariate matrix evaluation model, it is required to satisfy the order consistency; that is, the order of the relationship between the factors can be transferred, and self-contradictory results should not be derived. If there are many factors involved in the quantification problem, due to the complexity of objective things, the multivariate and limitations of cognition, the matrix initially constructed often does not meet the requirements of order consistency and needs to be determined by consistency test. If it fails to pass the test, it is necessary to adjust the estimates of some elements in the matrix. When the order of the matrix is high, adjusting the estimation of some elements often requires repeated attempts, and the computational workload is huge and complicated, which is very inconvenient. As shown in Table 2, the multivariate matrix evaluation model quantifies teachers’ grasp of the logical relationship of teaching content and whether it reflects the cognitive law from individual to general or general to individual. In classroom teaching, students can quantify their own learning status and classroom performance. They can effectively adjust their learning status, and on the other hand, they can urge themselves to participate more actively in classroom teaching and improve their learning efficiency. When promoting the classroom, teachers can create appropriate classroom blanks to remind students to think about their own learning effects and create oral communication links to guide students to express.

In the traditional quantification of the teaching effect of college English courses, students are the object of evaluation, and they do not understand the evaluation content and evaluation standards. Humanism advocates that teaching should aim at students’ overall development, not only to develop students’ intelligence, but also to develop students’ emotions, self-esteem, interests, needs, and other non-intellectual factors. The quantification of the teaching effect of
college English courses should also comprehensively evaluate students’ learning process and results, and at the same time improve their autonomy through self-evaluation. Some exams have defects in reliability, validity, etc., and it is impossible to assess students’ learning by the exam results alone. The quantification of the teaching effect of college English courses using the multivariate matrix evaluation model is based on the evaluation theory, based on the multivariate matrix evaluation model and the characteristics of college English teaching, and at the same time uses a variety of methods to make value judgments on the teaching effect of college English. As a result, some students do not study hard at ordinary times, but pass the final exam easily with the focus before the exam. The evaluation of learning in class includes the evaluation of all behaviors of students participating in English activities in class, including independent behaviors such as question answering, commenting, dictation, etc., as well as performance in group discussions, dialogue performances, debates, and other activities [17].

4.2. Quantitative Dimension Establishment of Teaching Effect of College English Course Based on Multivariate Matrix Evaluation Model. The quantification of teaching effect is the key to measure the quality of course teaching, which belongs to the category of teaching evaluation. The quantitative dimensions should cover the following aspects: course construction, teaching implementation, and student learning effects. In terms of course construction, the multivariate matrix evaluation model should pay attention to not only whether the target positioning of the courses is accurate, whether the teaching content is complete, whether the teaching resources are sufficient, but also whether the construction of the question bank is complete (Figure 4). For example, the final exam questions of some colleges and universities are put together by one or several teachers when the exam is approaching, and the difficulty, discrimination, reliability, and validity of the exam questions have not been tested. In order to allow more students to pass the final exam smoothly, some teachers have to delineate the key points of the exam. In terms of teaching implementation, the multivariate matrix evaluation model should pay attention to whether the teaching process arrangement is reasonable, whether the after-class discussions and homework arrangements are appropriate, whether the communication between teachers and students and between students and students is smooth, and whether the processing of students’ feedback after class is timely [18]. In terms of students’ learning effect, the multivariate matrix evaluation model should consider students’ attendance rate, course completion rate, as well as whether the after-school homework is completed, whether the mid-term and final exams are passed, etc. In addition, different evaluation subjects also need to have different quantitative dimensions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors of teaching effect</th>
<th>Quantitative weight coefficient</th>
<th>Multivariate matrix dimension</th>
<th>Quantification efficiency</th>
<th>Quantification accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quantitative objective</td>
<td>0.1923</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.7496</td>
<td>0.4343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantitative content</td>
<td>0.1372</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.7428</td>
<td>0.6498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantitative mean</td>
<td>0.2663</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.5553</td>
<td>0.9709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantitative feedback</td>
<td>0.0932</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.6323</td>
<td>0.4343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantitative guidance</td>
<td>0.2086</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.9558</td>
<td>0.6554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantitative motivation</td>
<td>0.1153</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.5306</td>
<td>0.9776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantitative diagnosis</td>
<td>0.0754</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.4356</td>
<td>0.4322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantitative dimension</td>
<td>0.0965</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.664</td>
<td>0.8645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantitative perspective</td>
<td>0.1271</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.3208</td>
<td>0.3514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantitative process</td>
<td>0.2674</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.6476</td>
<td>0.8752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantitative indicator</td>
<td>0.0992</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.3234</td>
<td>0.8606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantitative model</td>
<td>0.1362</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0.2164</td>
<td>0.4345</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>College English courses</th>
<th>Quantitative weight coefficient</th>
<th>Multivariate matrix dimension</th>
<th>Quantification efficiency</th>
<th>Quantification accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Listening</td>
<td>0.2743</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.6746</td>
<td>0.8733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaking</td>
<td>0.0523</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.5324</td>
<td>0.6407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>0.1418</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.7988</td>
<td>0.7367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing</td>
<td>0.2534</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.8036</td>
<td>0.5122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>0.1754</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.5927</td>
<td>0.8846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognition</td>
<td>0.2997</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.7733</td>
<td>0.7574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>0.2353</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.6866</td>
<td>0.6846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-management</td>
<td>0.1346</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.8754</td>
<td>0.6648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction</td>
<td>0.0645</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.6367</td>
<td>0.5874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidance</td>
<td>0.2754</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.7438</td>
<td>0.7826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice</td>
<td>0.2084</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.7846</td>
<td>0.8226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observation</td>
<td>0.2346</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.8131</td>
<td>0.6975</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The multivariate matrix evaluation model is quantified according to the students’ English level; since students at different levels have great differences in learning performance, attitude, psychology, and potential, the model should also adopt an effective teaching method. In the teaching process of college English courses, there are many factors that affect the quality of teaching and it can usually be summarized into four aspects: teaching attitude, teaching content, teaching method, and teaching effect. Teaching attitude is the precondition of quality assurance, teaching content is the foundation of quality assurance, teaching method is the means to ensure quality, and teaching effect is to reflect teaching quality from the perspective of students [19]. The teacher’s classroom teaching quality evaluation system uses the evaluation methods of student evaluation, peer evaluation, and dean evaluation to evaluate this index, respectively, and finally obtains the weighted average, that is, the final result of the evaluated teachers. The multivariate matrix evaluation model mainly evaluates students’ behavior from the following aspects: students’ English expression, accuracy, and fluency of English expression; interactivity, initiative, respect for peers, and the actual effectiveness produced in communication activities; and analyze the flexibility, innovation, self-confidence, and use of strategies in problem-solving.

In the multivariate matrix evaluation model, teachers should create various quantitative carriers for students in combination with teaching content and examine students’ various intelligences through different teaching activities. In the existing quantification methods, students are passive quantification objects, and teachers are active quantification subjects. Multivariate matrix believes that human intelligence is diverse, so it advocates quantifying students from multiple angles and aspects. The combination of teacher quantification, peer evaluation, and student self-evaluation can not only obtain quantitative information from different channels, making the quantification more objective and credible, but also allow students to change their roles and actively participate in the quantification process. Teachers can quantify the status, methods, results, etc., of students in the process of learning. Students can also quantify themselves and their peers from the above aspects. At the same time, they can also quantify teachers’ teaching content, teaching methods, and teaching effects. In this way, teachers will be transformed from a single quantitative subject to one of multiple quantitative subjects and at the same time the subject to be quantified, and students will also be transformed from a single quantitative subject to one of multiple quantitative subjects and multiple quantitative subjects, which can not only mobilize the enthusiasm of students in class. It makes students participate more actively in the classroom, and can cultivate students’ spirit of cooperation and interpersonal skills, and develop introspective intelligence.

4.3. Quantitative System Design of Teaching Effect of College English Course Based on Multivariate Matrix Evaluation Model. Multivariate quantification is a process of self-knowledge and self-reflection, and it is also a process of strengthening the goals of college English learning. In the process of multiple quantifications, students will become the main body of evaluation. Students change from quantitative objects to quantitative subjects, which are conducive to creating a positive learning atmosphere, improving learning motivation, giving students a successful emotional experience, and enhancing students’ confidence in actively participating in classroom learning activities. Multiple quantifications provide students with an opportunity for continuous reflection, continuous improvement, and continuous self-improvement, enabling students to actively participate in the learning process [20]. However, the key to the multivariate quantification of college English lies in the need for teachers to formulate grading standards with strong operability. Therefore, as shown in Figure 5, teachers...
should formulate detailed scoring standards from various aspects such as ideological content, language expression, and chapter structure, and use sample essays to carefully explain and comment on students on how to operate. Group evaluation provides a platform for students to discuss and communicate together, in which teachers can divide the whole class into groups of several people, and each group elects a group leader to be responsible for group evaluation. Members of the group discuss and exchange opinions in the online group discussion area, collectively grade the composition of the group members, and give suggestions for revision.

In terms of quantitative content, teachers first identify students’ intellectual advantages through questionnaires and other means, and integrate interpersonal communication, self-cognition, visual space, and other intelligence into English classroom teaching according to students’ existing English proficiency. The multivariate matrix evaluation model designs teaching experience tasks involving different intelligences and comprehensively quantifies the students’ learning process according to the students’ completion of various tasks. It includes the students’ preclass preview, classroom participation, after-class task completion, online self-study records, and performance in various teaching activities into the quantitative scope. The multi-dimensional matrix evaluation model pays timely attention to students’ superior intelligence and encourages them appropriately in teaching, helping students to establish self-confidence in autonomous learning, thereby generating motivation for language learning. In terms of the subject of quantification, this quantification method will change the subject status of teachers as quantifiers, and the right to quantify will be appropriately transferred to students themselves, so as to give full play to the subject role of students, reduce the pressure on students in teaching quantification, and make students become quantified participants and reflectors. In terms of quantification, a combination of students’ self-evaluation, mutual evaluation, and teacher quantification will be implemented to enhance students’ enthusiasm for quantification [21].

The multi-dimensional matrix evaluation model also places special emphasis on individualized teaching and students’ autonomous learning, and makes full use of computer teaching technology. In this way, students can carry out English listening and speaking training independently and repeatedly, while teachers can guide students in class and teach students English skills in listening, speaking, reading, writing, translation, and other aspects in the teaching process. Teachers and students cooperate with each other, and students can also choose appropriate learning content for themselves based on learning time and their comprehensive ability under the guidance of teachers in the classroom, and at the same time, they can also quickly improve their comprehensive English ability through computer assistance [22]. The multi-dimensional matrix evaluation model of college English uses the creation of a multivariate learning atmosphere and the full play of students’ autonomy to realize the all-round and in-depth expansion of extracurricular subject-assisted learning activities. At the same time, it effectively promotes the integration of teaching resources by further improving the English learning environment with the utilization and optimization of teaching effect. In addition, teachers should also use a dynamic quantitative method of development to evaluate students. Students’ learning situation can be directly and truly reflected through teacher evaluation, and a gradient evaluation system can be established to evaluate students’ performance in each semester and academic performance.

5. Conclusions

This study analyzed the feedback and guiding function of the teaching effect quantification result of college English courses, discussed the motivation and diagnosis function of
the teaching effect quantification result of college English courses, conducted analyses of factors affecting the teaching effect quantification of college English courses, constructed the quantitative dimension of teaching effect of college English courses based on the multivariate matrix evaluation model, and finally designed the quantification system of teaching effect of college English courses based on the multivariate matrix evaluation model. The quantification of the teaching effect of college English courses using the multivariate matrix evaluation model is based on the evaluation theory, based on the multivariate matrix evaluation model and the characteristics of college English teaching, and at the same time uses a variety of methods to make value judgments on the teaching effect of college English courses. The multivariate quantification method of listening training effect in college English course teaching uses knowledge map to analyze the process of English listening training and selects the quantitative index of English listening training effect. According to the characteristics of English listening practice, the indicators are selected from four aspects: teaching attitude, teaching method, teaching content, and teaching level. The research results show that the quantitative analysis process of the teaching effect of college English courses has the characteristics of complex structure and many hierarchies, and there are also mutual influences and functions between its subsystems. In order to ensure the rationality and effectiveness of comprehensive quantification, the index system construction of the multivariate matrix evaluation model follows scientific, systematic, and focused principles. The teaching effect quantification process combines four influencing factors of perspective, content, mode, and method with the quantification standard, and constructs a hierarchical quantification structure with target layer, restriction factor layer, and restriction sub-factor layer.
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